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This military history chronicles the combat operations of the Blackhorse Regiment, which paved
the way for armored cavalry tactics in the Vietnam War. South Vietnam, September 1966. When
the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment came ashore at Vung Tau, it faced a number of challenges.
In addition to the threat of the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese Army, the terrain and
weather posed their own dangers, adversely affecting the use of bulletproof vehicles and
helicopters. The dearth of doctrine and tactics for the employment of armored cavalry in a
counterinsurgency was equally challenging—especially during pre-deployment training and
initial combat operations. But despite all this, the leaders of Blackhorse Regiment found a way to
accomplish their mission. Within a year of their arrival in Vietnam, Blackhorse troopers overcame
ambushes that featured anti-tank weapons, numerous landmines, and coordinated assaults.
They not only defeated an enemy division twice their size, but also demonstrated how to
succeed while operating on and off the roads, in the jungle, and during both the wet and dry
seasons. By the spring of 1967, army leaders were beginning to realize the value of troops
stationed in Vietnam. And with the Blackhorse Regiment leading the way, armor came to be
considered an essential part of the combat team. Written by a Blackhorse veteran, this regiment
history features firsthand accounts from soldiers who served in Vietnam and Cambodia.
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RecipientsSourcesEndnotesForewordWhen men and women from across America become
members of our armed forces and take an oath to protect and defend our constitution, with their
lives should that be necessary, there is an implied and sacred trust that we will be there for them
when they come home and that we will be there for the families of our fallen. In fulfillment of that
trust, as a nation and as individual Americans, we cannot say or do too much to honor and
respect those who serve and especially those who in President Abraham Lincoln’s immortal
words “gave the last full measure of devotion” and their families who endure the pain of their loss
forever.That trust was fractured during and after the war in Vietnam. Since that time and more
recently with the 50-year commemoration of Vietnam service, our national leadership and our
people have made large strides to honor those veterans and families and to rebuild that trust
incurred so long ago.If we want to know why that trust is so special and sacred, then we should
read histories of what our fellow citizens endured and accomplished. They answered our
nation’s call, went and did what was asked of them with skill, fierce devotion to one another,
extraordinary courage, intense teamwork, and sacrifice. They won battlefield victories equal to
any generation in our nation’s history. Such performance of duty was characteristic of our
Vietnam generation who my friend, historian Dr. Lewis (Bob) Sorley, calls a generation that is
“also great.”I was privileged to be one of the over 25,000 of my fellow Americans to serve in
Vietnam with the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment. There have been many accounts written of
this distinguished Regiment in Vietnam, distinguished by honors earned by the selfless devotion
and skill of those in the ranks in the fierce crucible that is armored land combat—and particularly
armored land combat in the close terrain of Southeast Asia. Now is a need for a definitive
history.The best military histories tell those individual stories of that skill, intrepid courage, and
devotion to each other of the cavalry troopers and their small unit commissioned and
noncommissioned officer leadership. They also set those actions in the broader tactical,
operational, military and political strategic contexts, in a factual way, devoid of the usual and
tiresome points of view of those who were neither there, nor barely knew anyone who fought
there.Don Snedeker has written such a definitive history of this distinguished 11th Armored
Cavalry Regiment in this splendid book, The Blackhorse in Vietnam.Any combat veteran of any
war will tell you battles and engagements in that tough crucible of land combat are won on the



ground by the skill, teamwork, toughness, leadership and sacrifice of those in the small combat
units—the squads, platoons, companies, and troops engaged in direct fire fight with the enemy.
Those victories are enabled by those giving supporting fire from the air, indirect fires from
mortars and artillery, as well as the efforts of those supplying them and providing them lifesaving
medical care, often at the risk of their own lives. Their senior commanders, in our case in the
squadrons and the Regiment, orchestrate all that so the entire formation is a coordinated all-
arms team or, as World War II General George Patton Jr. would call them, “Musicians of Mars.”
The generals in higher command make sure that the heroism and sacrifice of those they ordered
into those direct contacts with the enemy, and who gain those victories in that crucible, lead to
victory on the battlefield and ultimately at the political level to seal those victories. Those who do
that tough fighting, those wounded, and the fallen and their families, trust the senior military and
political leadership will make that happen.In Vietnam in the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment, the
famous Blackhorse, those battle victories were won again and again, from the first actions after
the regiment arrived in 1966 to the Regiment’s rapid movement and actions in Tet 1968 to
Michelin Plantation battles to Montana Raider to the invasion of Cambodia to the last in 1972. In
this uniquely organized all-arms cavalry Regiment they were won by the tightly knit combat
family in those small units and the supporting team of arms and leaders right to regimental
commanders and regimental sergeant majors. I was honored to serve in the ranks of the Second
Squadron of the Blackhorse, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Grail Brookshire, as great a
combat leader as I have ever known, and was personal witness to all that in the time I served in
1969–1970, under the great regimental command of Colonel Jimmie Leach and Colonel Donn
Starry.Twenty-one years later during Desert Storm in 1991, I was privileged to command VII
Corps, 146,000 US and British soldiers, in our 89-hour mounted all-arms armored attack, in the
largest tank battle in US Army history that, as part of the multinational coalition, liberated Kuwait.
Many of our senior commanders and noncommissioned officers were Blackhorse Vietnam
veterans. The lineage of that 1991 battlefield victory runs directly to Vietnam, and to my and their
service many years before. There was not a day that I did not remember and think about those I
was honored to serve with in the Blackhorse in Vietnam. Those were inspiring and motivating
memories, and there were lessons learned about fighting combined arms battles and
engagements: about finding the enemy then hitting them with a closed fist of synchronized and
all available overwhelming combat power; then about making sure this conflict turned out
differently for those soldiers who fought, those who lost their lives or were seriously wounded,
and their families than did our earlier experience so many years before.Some years later I was
honored, indeed humbled, to offer a few remarks at the reunion of the 11th Armored Cavalry
Veterans of Vietnam and Cambodia, founded and run by those who achieved those small unit
victories in the Blackhorse from 1966–1972 and so precisely recorded by that organization’s
historian Don Snedeker in this book. That organization contacted almost everyone who had
served in our valorous Regiment and many were there. I offer parts of those remarks in tribute
and honor of those who served in our Regiment in Vietnam, especially the 730 who gave “the



last full measure of devotion,” and their families who still cherish the memory of their loved ones’
lives and sacrifices.“There was not a day in Desert Storm commanding VII Corps that I did not
remember Vietnam and the Blackhorse. It was a powerful force. I remembered those lessons of
combat to be sure. Many I learned right there in the second squadron. But I remembered more
than that. I remembered the names and the faces. I remembered the sacrifice and the pain. I
remembered the pride and the intense teamwork. I remembered the tight combat family of the
cavalry in the Blackhorse. I remembered Valley Forge Army Hospital and my fellow amputees
there. I remembered a generation who went and did what our country asked. Who did their duty
and did it with such skill and courage, and at such sacrifice. Who got no thanks. No parades. No
days of remembrance. We remembered. The Blackhorse patch earned in combat was on my
right shoulder (underneath my chemical overgarment) as it was for my VII Corps chief of staff,
three brigade commanders, countless platoon sergeants, and sergeants major. My Corps
Command Sergeant Major and I had served together in the Blackhorse in the early 1960s. That
memory was a constant force. It was a hot blue flame for me. ‘Find the bastards and pile on,’
Regimental Commander Colonel George Patton said in Vietnam. We found Saddam Hussein’s
Iraqi Republican Guards who chose to defend. We piled on with five armored divisions day and
night, and our soldiers as part of the global coalition won a great victory and liberated Kuwait.“I
guarantee you I remembered. I remembered small unit NCO leaders from my three tours of duty
in the Blackhorse one in Vietnam, two in Germany in the Cold War: Ponds, Humber, Lyerly,
Means, Vinson, Huff, Hayes, Pfannenstein, Chittick, Hawthorne, Bolan, Johnson, Easter, Krivek,
Christian, Jones, Burkett, Lindberg, McVey, Williams, Cotton, Hutton, Alston. I remembered my
troop commander from the early 1960s in 3rd Squadron in the Blackhorse in Germany, Captain
Jim Moore, killed in action in Vietnam. I remembered there were sons and daughters of Vietnam
and Blackhorse veterans in VII Corps. I remembered Fire Support Bases with names of Marge,
Ruth, Eunice, Deb, and Ft Defiance on Hill 95 in War Zone C. I remembered combat around An
Loc, Loc Ninh, Bu Dop, War Zone C, and Snoul, Cambodia; the red clay dirt, the rubber
plantations, the triple canopy jungle, the battles day after day. I remembered Valley Forge
Hospital. Every time I strapped on my leg I remembered. I remembered Germany and OP Alpha,
Fulda, alerts in early morning darkness, Rotz border camp, Grafenwohr, Hohenfels. It was all
there. I could not forget. I would not forget. It inspired all of us. It drove me and my sense of duty
and my sense of what we had and what we owed all of you.“The lineage of that victory was long
and stretched from your courage on the battlefields of Vietnam and Cambodia to the rebuilding
of our army in the 70s and 80s to the readiness and sharp-edged vigilance of the Border
Legions to the desert sands of Iraq and Kuwait. This one was different because of that
connection. That was for sure.“I was often asked after Desert Storm to compare the Vietnam
soldiers with the Desert Storm soldiers. I never did that. The reason was simple. They are the
same. I said the generation of soldiers who I was privileged to serve with in Vietnam in the
Blackhorse went and did what our nation asked with great skill and courage and at great
sacrifice. The generation who fought in the sands of Iraq and Kuwait did the same.“After the



parade following Desert Storm, held in Washington, DC in June 1991, there was one place my
wife Denise and I wanted to go. The quiet place. The Vietnam Veterans Memorial. The names of
friends, relatives, fellow soldiers; gone but never forgotten, never far away. This one was for you,
too. The silence there. Yes, the memories of heroes who went and did what our country asked.
Who served with pride, sacrifice, and great courage and who forever should be proud of
answering our nation’s call so well.”Our heroes are all around us in our Veteran community who
answered our nation’s call and to whom we owe that bond of trust when they come home. Many
of my own heroes are in this Blackhorse family whose history and intrepid courage and sacrifice
are told so well in this splendid book, The Blackhorse in Vietnam.Frederick M. Franks Jr.General
US Army (retired)IntroductionPrivate Jack Wachtel joined the 11th Cavalry—already at that time
known Army-wide as the Blackhorse Regiment—at Camp L.J. Hearn, California in 1929, located
just 12 miles outside San Diego and near the border with Mexico. Forty years later, almost to the
minute from the time of his original enlistment, Jack reported back into the Blackhorse—this
time as a guest of the Regimental Commander, Colonel George Patton, and Regimental
Sergeant Major, Paul Squires. This time the Regiment was located at Blackhorse Base Camp in
South Vietnam.Trooper Jack1 compared the actions of the Regiment on the day in early 1969
when he visited—“a day of heavy engagement in widely scattered locations”—to what the first
sergeant had him and two other new recruits doing in the Mexican border heat. “It was a far cry
from the routine of 1929 Platoon drill, horse exercise, and stable fatigue … and a trooper’s main
concern was how much of his $21 pay he’d draw at the end of the month after satisfying his
several creditors.”Briefings and equipment orientation filled trooper Jack’s day with the Regiment
in 1969, rather than mounted drill and mucking the stable. He met and talked with a number of
the new troopers, including the newest recruit in Bravo Troop,2 Private First Class Ronald
Robertson, who told Jack: “The 11th is home for me now. My buddy from Fort Knox is sitting
over on the next tank and we like this service. We’re going to stay with it.” Clearly trooper Jack
understood what he meant; he had felt the same way four decades earlier.At the end of the day,
trooper Jack thought back on what he had seen and learned and decided that he still recognized
his Regiment.You enlist in a regiment of cavalry—some 690 horses and men, a few mules and
maybe a half dozen of these newfangled motor trucks … You come back to it three wars and
forty years later and what do you find? Nearly 5,000 officers and men, a thousand vehicles of all
types and 50 command and combat helicopters …Viewed from a distance of 40 years, morale in
the 11th Cavalry is as high as it ever was. Weapons and means of movement have changed but
the spirit of the men is the same, and the principle of closing with the enemy and destroying him
—“Find the bastards, then pile on”3—continues as a basic military precept. And one more thing
hasn’t changed. The heat and dust of the Mexican border, 1929, has its exact counterpart in
Chau Thanh province north and east of Saigon, 1969.When the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment
came ashore at Vung Tau, South Vietnam, in September 1966, it faced a number of challenges.
The enemy—Viet Cong (VC) and North Vietnamese Army (NVA)—was, of course, the most
critical challenge. But the terrain and weather were also factors that could adversely affect the



employment of both armored vehicles and helicopters alike. The dearth of doctrine and tactics
for the employment of armored cavalry in a counterinsurgency was equally challenging—
especially during the pre-deployment training and initial combat operations.But just as
importantly, there was an institutional bias within the Army that an insurgency was an
infantryman’s war, that there was no role for armor—except maybe to protect fire bases and
convoys.The Army’s skepticism was clear in a statement published within two weeks of the
Regiment’s arrival in country. The Associated Press reported: “Pentagon sources reported
Tuesday [20 September] the number of US tanks in the war theater has grown to 450 and may
grow higher pending performance studies. However, they foresee no classic armored operations
involving formations of tanks advancing through jungled areas that abound in the country.” A
high-ranking but unnamed officer was quoted in the same article as saying: “Hunting Viet Cong
with tanks is like chasing a fox with a tractor.”This notion was based in part on the less than
stellar record of French armored forces in the first Indo-China War. Many military professionals
had read Bernard Fall’s accounts of the death of Groupe Mobile 100 in the Central Highlands in
1954, coming away convinced that there was no place for armor in Vietnam. Period.Arguments
that antiquated equipment and poor tactics contributed to this failure did not persuade the non-
believers.4 The British achieved remarkable success against Malaysian Communist guerrillas
(1948–60) without any armor, so why did we need tanks against Vietnamese Communist
guerrillas? The success of South Vietnam’s Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) armored
cavalry units conducting convoy security and rapid reaction missions country-wide
notwithstanding, the Army leadership remained obstinately convinced that armor was not
suitable for operations in Vietnam.One of the most important things that the infantry leaders
failed to recognize was, as George Patton said to a reporter from the New York Times in 1968,
“Armor just doesn’t mean steel and tanks … Armor is a way of thinking …”Despite enemy mines
and rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs), despite the thick jungle and monsoonal rains, despite
the lack of doctrinal guidance, and despite the best efforts of the “Infantry Mafia” that ran the
Army in the 1960s, Blackhorse leaders found a way to overcome the obstacles and accomplish
the mission.Prior to the arrival of the Regiment in Vietnam, there were just four armor, armored
cavalry, or air cavalry battalion-sized units in country.5 By the end of 1967, that number had
tripled. With the Regiment’s arrival, the total number of tanks and armored personnel carriers
(APCs) in South Vietnam was raised to 450 (including 150 belonging to the Marine Corps) and
600 respectively. Over a third of them belonged to the Blackhorse Regiment.The mission initially
assigned to the 11th Cavalry was to clear the major lines of communication—Highways 1, 2, and
20—in Long Khanh Province east of Saigon so that military and civilian traffic could use them on
a routine basis. The mission was based on the premise that the armored vehicles would be
primarily road bound.The Blackhorse leadership understood that this mission could not be
accomplished simply by driving up and down the roads; to do so would leave the initiative of
when and where to attack wholly in the hands of the enemy. Getting off the roads to find VC base
camps and to disrupt ambush preparations was one key to success. Implicitly, Colonel Bill Cobb



(the regimental commander) and his fellow armor officers also understood that the 11th Cavalry
needed to demonstrate its ability to fight in any terrain and under any conditions. Only in this
manner were the infantrymen running the war likely to accept that armored vehicles could
contribute to battlefield victories.Within a year of their arrival in Vietnam, Blackhorse troopers
overcame ambushes that featured volleys of anti-tank weapons (recoilless rifles and RPGs),
multitudes of mines, and coordinated assaults by reinforced enemy regiments against troop-
sized positions. They defeated an entire enemy division (VC 5th Division) twice their size. Most
importantly, the 11th Cavalry successfully demonstrated the ability to operate on and off the
roads, in the jungle, and during both the wet and dry seasons.By the spring of 1967, Army
leaders were beginning to realize the value of armored forces in Vietnam. With the Blackhorse
Regiment leading the way, armor was considered an essential part of the combat team. Army
Chief of Staff General Harold Johnson, long a proponent for the use of armor in South Vietnam,
told the Senate Appropriations and Armed Services subcommittees: “… tanks have been used
in the area northwest of Saigon very successfully. The 11th Armd Cav Regt that went out in late
summer … operated east and southeast of Saigon very successfully with a combination of tanks
and armored personnel carriers.”The Regiment’s first year in country had been used to sharpen
combat skills, to gain experience fighting the enemy, to get acquainted with the terrain and
weather, and to establish a foundation for expanding the missions and contributions that
Blackhorse troopers could accomplish.Both the 1st Squadron, 4th Cavalry (1st Infantry Division)
and 3rd Squadron, 4th Cavalry (25th Infantry Division) were deployed well before the 11th
Cavalry was.6 They did yeoman service in establishing the credibility of armored forces in
Vietnam. They were the first and deserve tremendous credit for setting the standard for all who
followed. Through trial and error, they developed “new techniques” (such as the herringbone
formation in reaction to ambushes) that served as de facto doctrine in lieu of waiting for the
Armor Center to publish new field manuals.There was no other unit in country, however, that had
the capabilities of an armored cavalry regiment. Also, the modified M113 armored personnel
carrier—transformed with the addition of more weapons and armored protection into an armored
cavalry assault vehicle (ACAV) by the 11th Cavalry during its pre-deployment training—was
unique to the Blackhorse. So, in many respects, the Regiment was on its own.The Regiment
used the time between February 1966 and February 1968 to develop the tactics and doctrine
that would make it one of the most effective units in Vietnam. Tactics and techniques developed
during the late 1966 ambushes (21 November and 2 December), the two mid-1967 ambushes
(21 May and 21 July), the battle for Slope 30 (19 June 67), and the pacification of Long Khanh
Province, long an uncontested VC safe area, honed the combined-arms team into an incredible
fighting machine.Beginning in 1968, Find the bastards, and pile on! was the Regiment’s motto
and the tactic was a wholly Blackhorse design. It meant sending ground and aerial scouts out to
locate enemy forces and, once found, to reinforce with as many additional forces (ground and
air) and firepower (artillery, gunships and bombers) as quickly as possible.It wasn’t until after Tet
’68 that the Regiment could begin to employ—with devastating effectiveness—the tactics of



“find the bastards and pile on.” It was only at this point that the Blackhorse wrested the initiative
from the enemy on a wide scale, leaving security of the base camps more and more frequently
to less mobile forces. It was only at this point—midway through the Vietnam War and a full year
and a half after the Regiment arrived in-country—that General Abrams and his staff gave the
green light to Colonels Patton, Starry, Leach, Gerrity, and Nutting, allowing—no, enabling—the
Blackhorse to work its magic. Working in tandem with (rather than in support of) the 1st and 25th
Infantry Divisions and especially the 1st Cavalry Division, the Regiment moved north to and
eventually across the Cambodian border, finding the “bastards,” piling on and sending them
packing—minus large numbers of their comrades, tons of rice, hundreds of weapons and, most
importantly of all, the battlefield initiative.In the early months after its arrival, the 11th Cavalry
was not called upon to react to contacts by other units, which is what many had expected and
wanted—a chance to demonstrate the Blackhorse’s mobility, firepower, and shock effect. Major
Warner Stanley (the regimental personnel officer) remembers a time in mid-May 1967 when the
199th Light Infantry Brigade had a pretty substantial contact near the Vietnamese Armor School.
The Regiment’s 1st Squadron was at Lai Khe, preparing for an operation with the 1st Infantry
Division, and 3rd Squadron was at the base camp south of Xuan Loc conducting local security
operations. In other words, hundreds of ACAVs, tanks, and self-propelled artillery pieces were
close by, available to swoop down on the enemy force responsible for overrunning an ARVN
outpost.The call never came. Maybe because the leadership didn’t want a repeat of Groupe
Mobile 100 in the Mang Yang Pass. Or maybe it was something else.Stanley continues: “We
weren’t called in. I can recall all day long the Regiment sitting there waiting to go … But because
of the management of AOs [areas of operation] almost as baronial fiefdoms at times, the
Regiment was not committed as a mobile reaction force.” Heaven forbid that an infantry
commander should admit that he couldn’t handle a few VC by himself. The combined US-South
Vietnamese airmobile infantry assault and pursuit over two days accounted for a mere dozen
enemy dead. They simply weren’t fast or powerful enough to catch and destroy the enemy.What
the senior commanders and staff officers failed to realize was that the combination of ACAVs,
tanks, artillery, engineers, and helicopters found in the Blackhorse Regiment could quickly
move, shoot, and communicate anywhere they were sent and accomplish a wide variety of
missions against the best fighters the VC and NVA could field.Regardless of when or where the
enemy struck, Blackhorse troopers had the armor protection to survive the initial assault, the
weapons to quickly achieve fire superiority and the three-dimensional mobility to fix the enemy in
place and destroy him. All of these capabilities were under the single command and control of
the regimental commander; he didn’t have to go to anyone else to receive immediate support. It
was these capabilities that made the 11th Cavalry the most effective unit in the
counterinsurgency war.The enemy recognized it—even before some in the US chain of
command. An NVA lieutenant was captured by the Regiment in early 1969. After several long
debriefing sessions, the lieutenant requested permission to ask a question. Pointing to the
subdued Blackhorse patch on his interrogator’s shoulder, the NVA officer asked if that was the



same as the red and white patch painted on the dreaded helicopters that had made his life so
miserable.The lieutenant described what happened on the day he was captured: “The men in
the tanks just kept coming, they weren’t afraid of anything; they killed most of the men in my
company.” The NVA lieutenant went on to say that this was not just his opinion. He had heard
from comrades that the Blackhorse was the “fiercest” unit in the whole Army.Service in the
Blackhorse Regiment in Vietnam and Cambodia influenced 20,000-plus young American men
(and their families) in a mostly positive way. The Vietnam War—and the social upheaval that
occurred along with it—changed the course of American history and impacted a generation of
Americans. The “Sixties” (1964–1974) are inexorably linked with the Vietnam War; those who
served in the 11th Cavalry in combat in the middle of this decade are forever connected with
those events and with each other. They came home from the war, hid their uniforms and
memories away, and got on with their lives.Due to space limitations, not every battle fought by
Blackhorse troopers between September 1966 and March 1972 is recounted in the following
narrative. Although they are not specifically identified in every case, almost every platoon-level
fight included a medic and a mechanic. Recovery specialists, cooks, and other “non-combatant”
troopers were found in almost every night defensive position. Squadron fire bases under mortar
and rocket fire invariably included clerk-typists, truck drivers, chaplain’s assistants, and even a
mailman.So, yes, they too were there. And although they may not be mentioned by name, they
too earned citations for bravery and Purple Hearts. Their combined efforts earned the troops,
companies, batteries, and squadrons the Valorous and Presidential Unit Citations and the
Vietnamese Crosses of Gallantry. They too are Blackhorse troopers.In his Organizational Day
message to the troopers of the Blackhorse Regiment in 1967, Colonel Bill Cobb put their efforts
in context: “The Regiment’s travels,” he said,… have been many and varied. Ranging from the
jungles and mountains of the Philippines, the parched plains of northern Mexico, the rivers and
forests of Europe during World War II, the hills of the Iron Curtain country during the Cold War to
the jungles and savannahs of South Vietnam where we fight today so that a young country can
build a democracy for the future. On this auspicious day we should not only take time to reflect
on the Regiment’s past deeds and await with eager anticipation for its future successes but
consider our many brothers-in-arms who have given their lives for the ideals [for] which our
country stands. Let us all in our own way pay homage to those gallant men and what they stood
for.Thirty-four years later, Tom White passed a similar message on to the Blackhorse troopers.
At the time, he was serving as the 18th Secretary of the Army. He had many responsibilities in
this position but, when asked, he made time to help commemorate the centennial of the
founding of the 11th United States Cavalry Regiment—1901 to 2001. In his speech to the
assembled troopers—both active and veterans—and their families, he quoted the famous line
from Shakespeare’s The Life of King Henry V about “we few, we happy few, we Band of
Brothers.” Tom was remembering his own experience as a platoon leader in 1969–70:Inspired by
those simple yet powerful words, King Henry’s men went on to win that famous battle, just as the
Blackhorse have shed blood together for 100 years as a “Band of Brothers,” a happy few, unique



among our fellow citizens, prevailing in battle after battle in the dust, dark, rain, and mud of
faraway places—noble by our sacrifice, magnificent by our performance, and respected by all.It
is these gallant men, this Band of over 25,000 Blackhorse troopers, to whom this history is
dedicated.CHAPTER 1Preparing for War: Southeast Germany to Southeast United States to
Southeast Asia, 1964 to 1966There is no field manual for the type of combat we may encounter
in the near future … Nobody at Fort Knox is busily writing those doctrines of employment. They
must be developed here and each of us will participate in their formulation.BILL COBB,
COMMANDER, 11TH CAVALRY, 1966–67In the Fall of 1965, I was drafted into the U.S. Army.
This was not how I’d planned to spend the next two years but my Dad, Brother, Uncles and
cousins had served in the military, so I felt it was the honorable thing to do.BILL LEWELLEN,
JR., KILO TROOP, 3/11 ACRWhat did I know? I thought the cavalry was John Wayne, the Lone
Ranger and the Old West. I soon found out what armored cav was really all about …LARRY
HAWORTH, HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS TROOP, 3/11 ACRThe intelligence
report came in to the regimental headquarters in the afternoon. Local security forces had
engaged a group of about 200 insurgents near a village 15 miles to the south. The staff reported
the news to the commander, who ordered the formation of a task force for the mission. Six
troops were available; they were reinforced by some heavy weapons and a supply train. The
troopers were told to make sure they had enough rations for three days. The regimental
commander directed one of his reliable majors—Robert Howze—to assume command of the
provisional squadron. His mission was to find and attack the insurgents.The Cavalrymen used
the cover of darkness to move south toward where the enemy had last been seen. It was, one of
the troopers remembered later, an unusually dark night. Their map reading skills were good
though and they arrived at the village around midnight. The local security forces told Major
Howze that they had fought “desperately” all day long—not counting the hour-long break both
sides took for luncheon. Both sides had retired from the battlefield at nightfall. There were no
apparent casualties on either side. The insurgents had returned to their base camp an unknown
distance from the village. The local security forces were in for the night; they weren’t going
anywhere after dark.The major asked the allies for guides but they refused. The combination of
imbibing the locally-produced “joy juice” and distaste for further action made them unwilling to
help. There were, however, a couple of the villagers who knew the way to the insurgents’ base
camp and volunteered to act as guides. All this took time, so they didn’t leave the village until
three hours later. They rode hard and arrived at the outer edge of the enemy base camp right at
dawn.Before leaving the village, Major Howze gave his orders to the troop commanders. In
accordance with standard operating procedure (SOP), the approach would be in a column. The
lead troop would form the center of the attack formation. On order, the follow-on troops would
peel off alternately to the right and left and come on line for the attack.Arriving at dawn, the lead
troop penetrated into the heart of the enemy’s base camp, while the other troops maneuvered
left and right. A lieutenant who was there said that “the rapid deployment of the troops from
column made a very pretty sight.” A small number of the insurgents remained to defend the



camp, pouring heavy but inaccurate fire at the troopers as they charged. The remaining enemy
took off to the southwest with five troops of cavalry in hot pursuit. One troop remained behind to
clear the base camp.They chased the bad guys for several miles then rallied back to Major
Howze at the base camp. Some of the insurgents escaped by melting into the local population;
the rest scattered into the surrounding landscape. The action was over two hours after it
began.Troopers found a small cache of weapons in the few structures inside the camp. They
also found a lieutenant and four soldiers from the local security force who had been captured the
previous day. The insurgents were about to execute them when the cavalry barged in. One of the
freed prisoners volunteered to execute the captured insurgents if someone would only lend him
a weapon; the offer was declined.There were no friendly casualties; 44 of the insurgents died on
the battlefield. It was, in the words of one of the lead scouts, a “Damfine fight.”1The Philippines in
1902? Cuba in 1907? Vietnam in 1968? Iraq in 2004?No—Ojos Azules, Mexico, 5 May 1916,
during Black Jack Pershing’s punitive expedition to hunt down Pancho Villa.2This is the heritage
of the 11th United States Cavalry.Transitioning from Cold War to Hot War: Mid-1960sUnder
President John Kennedy in 1960, the Pentagon initiated a major review of the national security
strategy of the United States and ultimately came up with “Flexible Response,” a graduated
series of responses that reflected the lessons learned during the Cold War. Nuclear retaliation
remained at the heart of the Nation’s military power but flexible response recognized that even
tactical nuclear weapons were an unlikely course of action in cases such as the emerging
Communist-sponsored wars of national liberation. There had to be other levels of military and
non-military response for lower-level threats.The US Army’s contribution to implementing this
strategy involved increased emphasis on special operations forces and airmobility. At Fort Knox,
the “Home of Armor,” while war planning focused on conventional warfare, the assistant
commandant commissioned a study on armor’s possible contributions to flexible response
below the conventional warfare threshold. Brigadier General Frederick Boye, Jr., had just
returned from a tour with the Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) in Vietnam and
understood the need to get ahead of the coming storm. He was a member of the so-called
Howze Board (1962) that set the groundwork for the development of airmobility.3 He wanted to
ensure there was a role for armor and cavalry in the coming transformation of the force. The
resulting study, published in 1962, had the propitious title: “The Role of Armored Cavalry in
Counterinsurgency Operations.”4This study was ground-breaking, but initially attracted little
attention. It addressed doctrinal, organizational, and equipment issues, making insightful
recommendations in each area. The study debunked the myth that armor had no role to play in
counterinsurgency operations, stating explicitly that armored cavalry could—and should—be
employed in counterinsurgency operations, such as the ongoing fight in Southeast Asia. The
study concluded that the French experience in Indochina was not a valid guide to the
employment of armored forces in future conflicts—due primarily to improvements in equipment
and employment concepts. But to make a contribution, then-current armored cavalry units
needed to be reorganized.Specifically, the study suggested that the aviation company



(organized and equipped for command and control and liaison) of the armored cavalry regiment
be replaced by an air cavalry troop (organized and equipped for reconnaissance and security).
The light wheeled vehicles (1/4-ton jeeps) in the reconnaissance troops (ideal for border patrols
along the Iron Curtain in Germany) also needed to be upgraded to armor-protected, tracked
vehicles with plenty of firepower.In the fall of 1963, as part of a drive to cut the defense budget
by at least two percent, the Pentagon focused on Europe, particularly the forces sent to West
Germany as a result of the 1961 Berlin crisis. The 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment (Brave Rifles)
was regarded as the prime candidate for redeployment back to Fort Meade, where it had been
stationed prior to the crisis. But the Bonn government objected, believing that it was the wrong
signal to send to Moscow at the time. So, the redeployment plans were delayed for six months.
By the time the decision was implemented the following spring, the 11th Armored Cavalry
Regiment (Blackhorse) was selected to be stationed at Fort Meade, not the 3rd. In other
circumstances, the Brave Rifles Regiment would have been the one deployed to Vietnam two
years later, not the Blackhorse Regiment.Consequently, in the summer of 1964, about 2,800
11th Cavalry troopers and their families boarded ships in Bremerhaven, Germany and steamed
for Baltimore, Maryland. Many of the troopers were near the end of their enlistments, so the
Regiment’s strength quickly dwindled to less than 2,000. Over the next 18 months, the 11th
Cavalry’s numbers continued to dwindle. Personnel levies came in for higher priority units
located overseas. Worst of all, a substantial number of experienced non-commissioned officers
(NCOs) were needed elsewhere to train the influx of new recruits resulting from increased draft
calls for the growing war in Vietnam. By the end of the year, almost everyone was a replacement
and new to the Regiment.The Blackhorse was under the command of Colonel Don Boyer when
it moved from Germany in 1964. Boyer was the real thing—a hero of the battle of the Bulge who
had spent four months in a prisoner of war camp in Germany. It was under his guidance that the
initial build-up for Vietnam began. In October 1965, Boyer turned the 11th Cavalry over to
Colonel Bill Cobb, the man who would forge the Blackhorse Regiment into a battle stallion of
unequaled stature.In the spring of 1965, General William Westmoreland requested a substantial
increase in US forces in South Vietnam, in line with his plan to escalate the conflict from
scattered firefights with Viet Cong (VC) guerrilla bands to prolonged campaigns against
conventional North Vietnamese Army (NVA) force units. The Military Assistance Command
Vietnam (MACV) request included an armored cavalry regiment (ACR) “for route security for
National Route 1, with base at Xuan Loc” as part of the 1966 buildup.Almost immediately, MACV
started to backtrack, eventually expressing a preference for a mechanized infantry brigade over
an armored cavalry regiment. In a leap of logic that does not appear to be supported by any
Army doctrine or in-country lessons learned, the MACV history concludes that “mechanized
infantry units, by reason of equipment and training, were better suited than the ACR then
programmed for the mission of LOC [Lines of Communications] security.”Lieutenant Colonel Ray
Battreall was the most senior armor officer in Vietnam in 1965–66. He remembers that he was
called to MACV headquarters one day early in 1966. He was then serving as the senior advisor



to the South Vietnamese Armor Command and Westy’s staff wanted to hear his opinion on an
ongoing force development issue that involved armor.I was … asked if tanks could operate in the
III Corps area surrounding Saigon. I said they could and was then advised that we were
considering bringing either another mechanized brigade … or an Armored Cavalry Regiment to
Viet Nam. GEN [General] Westmoreland’s deputy, Lt. Gen. Heintges, favored the mech brigade,
but I was able to persuade … Maj Gen DePuy [MACV’s operations officer], that he would get
more bang for the buck from the ACR … I also suggested removing the tanks from the
Reconnaissance troops while retaining them in each squadron’s tank company.Back in the
Pentagon, the Army Chief of Staff (General Harold Johnson) directed his staff to compare the
capabilities of the two unit types and to make a recommendation. Lieutenant Colonel George
Patton (later to command the Regiment) was assigned as the study lead. His conclusions are
not surprising. The staff study favored the armored cavalry regiment over a mechanized infantry
brigade due to a higher density of automatic weapons (771 versus 662), decentralized artillery
organizations (the three organic self-propelled howitzer batteries) and the availability of tanks
(the three organic tank companies). Most importantly, an armored cavalry regiment was
organized and trained to do the mission laid out by MACV.The record does not show what
convinced Harold Johnson to agree with this recommendation but he did, overruling
Westmoreland. Westy reluctantly agreed but only if the tanks were withdrawn from the recon
platoons. The stage was set for the Blackhorse Regiment to go to war.Organization for War:
December 1965 to September 1966Before proceeding, a brief discussion of the organization
and capabilities of the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment is in order. The following describes the
Regiment “on an average day” because the organization was modified on almost a continual
basis between 1965 (when the 11th Cavalry began to ramp up for war) and 1972 (when it came
home). This snapshot captures the major elements of the Regiment, along with the units that
were habitually attached or under the operational control of the regimental commander
(Blackhorse 6).5From the mid-1960s to mid-1970s, the 11th Cavalry consisted of three
squadrons (1st Squadron or 1/11, 2nd Squadron or 2/11, and 3rd Squadron or 3/11), a
headquarters and headquarters troop and an air cavalry troop. Each squadron was organized
similarly, with a headquarters and headquarters troop, three reconnaissance (recon) troops, a
tank company, and a howitzer battery. Each of the three squadrons averaged about 50 officers, 6
warrant officers, and 1,100 enlisted men between 1966 and 1972. Thus, the 11th Armored
Cavalry Regiment totaled about 3,600 officers, warrant officers, and enlisted.These numbers
only reflect the assigned elements of the Blackhorse, however. Seven other units deployed with
the 11th Cavalry in 1966 and remained attached until 1971. These included (in numerical order):
the Air Force’s 11th Tactical Air Control Party (TACP), 17th Public Information Detachment (PID),
28th Military History Detachment (MHD), 37th Medical Company, 409th Radio Research
Detachment (RRD), 541st Military Intelligence Detachment (MID), and 919th Engineer
Company (Armored). Numerous other units were temporarily attached or placed under the
operational control of the Regiment, providing invaluable combat and combat service support



over the years. When combined, these units brought the strength of the Blackhorse to over
4,500 men.It was the 11th Cavalry’s ability to move, shoot, and communicate under one
commander that made it such a unique unit. It was a combined-arms force unlike any other in
Vietnam. Everybody wore the same unit crest and patch; they all worked for the same man.
Blackhorse 6 was in charge and all the troopers followed his orders—scouts, tankers,
artillerymen, engineers, pilots, intelligence analysts, truck drivers, supply clerks, medics, and
cooks alike—and they all had a ride.PROVISIONAL SQUADRONAir Cavalry Troop; Team 1, 5th
Weather Squadron, 1st Weather Group (USAF); 5th Field Team, Company B, 6th Psychological
Operations Battalion; 7th Army Postal Unit; 9th Signal Detachment (Avionics Maintenance); 10th
Finance Disbursing Section; 11th AA Platoon, 2nd Civil Affairs Company; 11th Tactical Air
Control Party (USAF); 17th Public Information Detachment; 28th Military History Detachment;
33rd Chemical Detachment; 37th Medical Company; 46th Infantry Platoon (Scout Dog); 124th
Aviation Detachment (Avionics); 202nd Military Intelligence Detachment; 398th Transportation
Detachment (Aviation Maintenance); 409th Radio Research Detachment; 506th Supply and
Service Company (Support); 541st Military Intelligence Detachment; 55th Light Equipment
Maintenance Company (Support); 1st Detachment, Company B, 720th Military Police Battalion;
919th Engineer Company (Armored)The unit was 100 percent mobile with its own organic
equipment. This is a critical factor. The regimental commander did not have to beg, borrow or
steal trucks, helicopters or armored vehicles to get his troopers from one place to another. He
had everything he needed under his own command. No other brigade-sized unit in Vietnam
could make the same claim. In addition, all of the combat vehicles had radios, allowing rapid and
effective communications to quickly consolidate all that firepower at the right place at the right
time.Major EquipmentM113 Armored Cavalry Assault VehiclesApprox. 300M48 Patton
Tanks54M551 Sheridans81 (1969>)M106 and M125 Mortars27M108 and M109
Howitzers18M60 AVLB Bridges9M132 Flame thrower (Zippos)9M577 Command Post
Vehicles36M728 Combat Engineer Vehicles2M578 and M88 Recovery Vehicles22UH-1B/C
Huey Hog and AH-1G Cobra Gunships9OH-23 Raven and OH-6A Cayuse Scouts/
C&C17UH-1D/H Huey Lift/C&C22And what an array of equipment it was! More than 400
armored vehicles and almost 50 helicopters—all bristling with weapons—crewed by Blackhorse
troopers who knew how to use them. No other unit in Vietnam was as well equipped to find the
enemy as the 11th Cavalry; and no other unit could pile on with an armor-protected, combined-
arms team possessing enough firepower to overwhelm anything the enemy could muster.But
before the Blackhorse could prove this boast, the troopers had to be organized and trained to
use that equipment.Assembly: Late 1965 to Early 1966Thrust into world-power status by the
Spanish-American War, the United States Department of War determined that five new cavalry
regiments (11th through 15th) would be required to garrison America’s still-rebellious overseas
territories—including Cuba and the Philippines. Following congressional approval, Colonel
Francis Moore was directed to form the 11th United States Cavalry on 2 February 1901 at Fort
Myer, Virginia. The new troopers were, for the most part, raw recruits just out of civilian life, with



only a smattering of veterans from the Spanish-American War within their ranks. Most of the
NCOs and officers had fought in Cuba or the Philippines; some were even old Indian fighters.
The leadership focused training on marksmanship and other basic soldier skills. Most of all, the
men in the new regiment had to become part of a cohesive fighting unit in less than a year; one
ready for combat in the Philippines.As the commanding officer of 1st Squadron famously wrote
in the spring of 1901: “I have four hundred horses that have never seen a soldier, four hundred
recruits that have never seen a horse, and four second lieutenants that have never seen either a
soldier or a horse.”These events were replicated just over six decades later.***When the
Department of the Army identified the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment at Fort Meade for
eventual deployment to Vietnam, it was a skeleton of the unit it would become in less than a
year. The order came in October 1965. The overall strength of the Regiment was at less than 50
percent (1,207 personnel present for duty out of 3,049 authorized). One squadron was in
caretaker status, and training was limited to basic soldier skills for everyone else. When
Lieutenant John Casterman arrived in 3rd Squadron’s M (Mike) Company6 in late October, he
found he was in command of a platoon sergeant, a staff sergeant, and four enlisted troopers—
two of whom were soon leaving the Army. The “rest of the Platoon showed up fresh out of Basic
[Training] at 1900 [hours] one night [in early 1966],” John remembers, “and that became the 1st
Platoon of Mike Company.”Among the most significant personnel shortages were at the squad
and section leader levels—the heart and soul of the small-unit building blocks of a well-trained
organization. Considering that the Regiment would deploy to combat less than nine months
later, the shortfall in staff sergeant scouts (43 assigned of 176 authorized) and tankers (46 of
130 authorized) in early 1966 were especially grievous—since those were the personnel most
needed to accomplish its combat missions. Gene Johnson recalls that he and Bob Merriman
were the first two infantryman assigned to the Aero Rifle Platoon—Gene from Germany and Bob
from Korea. They were both privates first class; because of the personnel shortages, they were
immediately promoted to specialist 4 and became mentors for the group of basic training
graduates who arrived shortly thereafter. “We had no leadership experience, but we had plenty
to do until some NCOs arrived,” Gene remembers.Between January and February 1966, almost
2,000 new personnel, mostly brand-new basic training graduates with just eight weeks in the
Army, were assigned to the 11th Cavalry. They arrived in the midst of rumors about where the
Regiment was going after training was completed. There was only one hot war going on and
most didn’t need a crystal ball to know that their destination started with “Viet” and ended with
“Nam.”It wasn’t until 16 May that Colonel Cobb (Blackhorse 6) received authorization to inform
his unit that the rumors were true—the Regiment was, once again, headed off to war in Asia. But
security considerations meant that civilians—the family members, for example—could not be
informed. As it always does, the word got out and families began the process of getting ready to
move—some for the first time, some for the umpteenth time.Paraphrasing that earlier 11th
Cavalry leader, John Landry recalled 47 years later that the Blackhorse had “1,000 recruits who
have never seen a second lieutenant, 100 second lieutenants who have never seen a recruit,



and 200 NCOs who wanted to trade the lieutenants in for 200 horses.”Drill Call: Spring
1966Somehow, the leaders assigned to the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment made it work. They
didn’t have the experienced junior leaders (corporals and sergeants) assigned, so they picked
the most promising of the newly-assigned recruits and made them acting-corporals and acting-
sergeants.7 They didn’t have the requisite training areas at Fort Meade to qualify armored
crewmen, so they moved the entire Regiment to Camps A.P. Hill and Pickett—over 100 miles
away in Virginia—to prepare for combat. Department of the Army kept changing the Regiment’s
organization and equipment (e.g., removing the tanks from the recon troops at Westy’s request
and replacing the M114 armored reconnaissance vehicle with the M113 armored personnel
carrier), but Colonel Cobb and his subordinate commanders quickly adjusted and kept moving
forward.Because of the short amount of time available, the commanders concluded that they
should emphasize making small units proficient in their combat missions rather than spending a
lot of time training individuals on their military occupational skills. The 3rd Squadron
commander, Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Palmer Peterson, explains the rationale. “Since time was
the critical factor, the training program followed by the squadron was based on platoon training
… It was and is my opinion that if the platoons could learn to function effectively as independent
units in training, the transition to combat would be easier since platoon independent
engagements and missions were to be expected in Vietnam.”The crews learned by doing—
hands-on training took precedence over classroom instruction in this modified “get-ready-for-
war” program. The young troopers drove in endless convoys, reacted to countless ambushes
and set up innumerable night defensive positions. They were blindfolded and told to locate a
weapon on board their vehicles, to turn on the radios, or to start the engine (so they could do so
at night while being shot at). They disassembled, cleaned, and reassembled their weapons over
and over and over again—and then once more for good measure. About 20 percent of the
training was conducted during the hours of darkness, with special emphasis on patrolling and
ambush techniques. Fortunately, there was plenty of ammo available allowing tasks to be
repeated when necessary.8It is difficult enough to take a bunch of new recruits and mold them
into a cohesive, battle-ready unit under the best of conditions. It is even more difficult if your first-
line leaders are missing. But it is exceptionally difficult if you are not even sure what equipment
you will fight with, what your exact mission will be, or how you are expected to accomplish your
mission with the equipment you have.Having studied the available lessons learned by armored
cavalry units already in Vietnam, the officers and senior NCOs assigned to the Blackhorse
recognized that the M113 armored personnel carrier, configured at the time as a “battlefield taxi,”
was not a fighting vehicle. Even if the Regiment was to be employed primarily on the roads,
these World War II and Korea combat veterans recognized that they would need something
more than the M113’s single .50-caliber machine gun to accomplish their mission. That
“something” included both more firepower and more crew protection. It was the collective efforts
of the Blackhorse Regiment that came up with the addition of two M60 machine guns with
gunshields mounted on each side of the M113 and a gunshield and armor around the track



commander’s9 .50-caliber machine gun. This is what would become known as an Armored
Cavalry Assault Vehicle—an ACAV.10LTC Peterson remembers how the concept of an ACAV
evolved. He had personally seen what South Vietnamese units did with their M113s, so he had a
head start on the process. Between Cobb, Peterson, Howell and several veteran NCOs, they
came up with a great solution.The ACAV was designed and developed by the 11th ACR …
based on my [Peterson] observations and experiences with ACTIV in SVN [Army Concepts
Team in Viet Nam in South Vietnam] during 1964 … My experience in SVN (1964) indicated it
was desirable to fight mounted in the vast majority of the engagements … [The two] additional
machine guns increased the fire power of each vehicle, which would have the effect of reducing
casualties among the crew members.LTC Kibbey Horne, the 2nd Squadron commander, tells
why this was so important: “The ACAV allowed us to fight from the vehicle … [getting] us out of
the armored infantry role and back into cavalry tactics.”The 11th Cavalry was on its own in
virtually every aspect of its pre-deployment preparations. All of the personnel and equipment
changes meant that doctrine and tactics had to be reviewed—and possibly modified. As Colonel
Cobb noted:There is no field manual [FM] for the type of combat we may encounter in the near
future. This does not mean that the principles of employment of Armor as stated in FM 17-1
[Armor Operations] and other manuals are not valid. The principles are sound and form the basis
for action under all conditions. They will, however, require adaptation … The change in the
organization of the Reconnaissance Troops is in itself reason for the need to develop new ways,
new formations and new battle drills. It is impossible to find any field manual that discusses the
employment of the M113 as a fighting vehicle … Nobody at Fort Knox is busily writing these
doctrines of employment. They must be developed here and each of us will participate in their
formulation.While changes in structure and equipment in the ground elements were substantial,
of any part of the 11th Cavalry it was the aviation elements that were probably the most affected
by the reorganization and pre-combat build-up.Air Cavalry Troop was the youngest of the units
organic to the Blackhorse, barely six years old as the Regiment prepared to go to war. Activated
as Aviation Company in May, 1960 in Germany, the company’s mission when it was formed was
mostly to enhance command and control over a unit that was habitually spread over a
considerable area of real estate. There was no mention of reconnaissance or engaging the
enemy from the air. At the time of its formation, the company had both helicopters and fixed-wing
aircraft sitting in the hangers, used primarily for command and control, artillery spotting, and
liaison missions. Not one of these aircraft was armed.When the Army decided to deploy the
Regiment to Vietnam, all fixed-wing aircraft were withdrawn, and the OH-13 Sioux liaison
helicopters were replaced by the more modern OH-23 Raven. Brand new UH-1D “Hueys” took
over for the obsolete “flying bananas” (CH-21 Shawnee), both as transportation for the new Aero
Rifle Platoon and as command and control (C&C) platforms. The Aviation Company was
redesignated Air Cavalry Troop and organized using the lessons learned from a year of fighting
by the 1st Cavalry Division in the central highlands of South Vietnam. Aviation sections—with
both observation and gunship helicopters—were formed in the regimental headquarters and in



each squadron.11Somehow, it all came together. Somehow, despite all of the organizational and
equipment changes, all of the personnel shortfalls, and the doctrinal voids, the 11th Cavalry
passed all its tests. The Regiment was declared “combat ready” at the end of an Annual General
Inspection conducted just two weeks before the ships carrying the Blackhorse to Vietnam left
the West Coast in mid-August. Colonel Cobb summed it up: “In war the test is simple and
infallible. You win or lose. There are no prizes for second place. And remember this, there can be
no second place for the Blackhorse Regiment.”General Creighton Abrams, Jr., the Vice Chief of
Staff of the Army—and the senior Armor officer in the Army—came to Fort Meade as the
inspection was ending. He wanted to make sure the troopers understood the importance of the
mission upon which they were embarking. He congratulated everyone on a job well done and
spoke of the fearsome combat they would probably see. Then he spoke with the heart of the old
horse cavalryman that he was. “In his brief but pointed speech he … emphasized the
tremendous responsibility the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment had as the first major Armor
command employed in Vietnam.”Golf Troop’s first sergeant, Jim Embrey, sums up the raucous
six months that preceded deployment.Ninety percent of the soldiers we received were fresh out
of Basic Training needing Advanced Individual Training and Unit Training … At first, our troop
had only two officers and a few NCOs to guide this wild assembly of new recruits. Three hours
sleep a night was common. Thankfully before long we began to fill up with Officers and NCO’s …
[Five] officers and 86 Enlisted men thrown together at record pace went on short leave with
orders to assemble later in California for deployment. Mercy! Wonder how many would show
up? Every d**n one! Thumbing their noses and various other body parts to peace-sign-waving
hippies along the way.Boots and Saddles: August to September 1966On 18 August, 3,000-plus
troopers, carrying their duffel bags and individual weapons, started boarding charter aircraft at
Baltimore’s Friendship Airport bound for California. Three days later, the Regiment reassembled
at Oakland Army Terminal. Like many of their fathers, uncles and older brothers, they walked up
the gangway to board troopships for a trans-oceanic cruise.San Francisco was a happenin’
place in the summer of 1966. Icons of rock ‘n’ roll were jammin’ from the Fillmore to the Cow
Palace. Big Brother and the Holding Company (with Janis Joplin still wailing on leads), the
Mothers of Invention, Grateful Dead, Beach Boys, Rolling Stones, Four Tops, and Beatles all
performed in town that summer. LSD was still legal, pot was plentiful, and free love was flowing
at the corner of Haight and Ashbury. John Casterman remembers that music, drugs, and hippies
were not the only forms of entertainment in town. The ship that was to take him to war, the US
Naval Ship (USNS) Barrett, remained tied up to the pier for a couple of days because of a boiler
in need of repair.We were stuck on the ship, but I noticed the Merchant Marine sailors leaving
the ship each night. So I borrowed some scruffy civilian clothes from one of the crew and went
over the side with them at night. I called a buddy of mine in San Francisco and we went down to
the Tenderloin District. I just had to see Carol Doda.12 I told my friend: “Just make sure I am back
on that ship before dawn.” We did that several nights. I had a nightmare of getting back to the
dock and finding the ship had left without me.The late summer of 1966 was not the first time that



troopers had to wait to go to war because of boiler problems.The 1st Squadron arrived by train in
San Francisco in mid-December 1901. They were en route from Jefferson Barracks, outside St.
Louis, to the Philippines. The Regiment was headed for war. But their transport ship, the US
Army Transport (USAT) Sheridan, had been delayed in Japan due to a typhoon and a faulty
boiler and would not arrive until the end of the year. The troopers—mostly new recruits who
joined the Regiment after its formation just ten months earlier—went into temporary camp at the
Presidio of San Francisco. It being the holiday season, most were given passes. As was usually
the case outside a military post in the early 1900s, a large number of saloons (not unlike the
Tenderloin District in the 1960s) had grown up within a mile of the front gate of the Presidio; the
troopers headed straight for them.Dave Tarpey’s was one of those “hell holes” (thus described
by the Post Commander) where troopers getting ready to go off to war could drown their fear
and loneliness in overpriced beer and watered-down liquor. Allegedly, on Christmas night, an
11th Cavalry corporal might have picked a fight with another trooper. The bartender, an off-duty
artilleryman intervened (inadvisably); the corporal came back later and stabbed the bartender
with a knife. The rumor spread to the bartender’s artillery regiment that one of their own had
been killed (not true) by a member of the 11th Cavalry Regiment. A huge street fight broke
out.Over two days, about a thousand soldiers rioted in the area immediately outside the Presidio
gates. They ransacked saloons, stole liquor, attacked and severely injured policemen and ran
civilians off the streets. Squads of baton-wielding policemen, reinforced by mounted and
dismounted soldiers, waded into the drunken rioters and eventually restored order. Nearly a
hundred soldiers were put into the local jail or the post guardhouse. The commander of the
Presidio locked the post down, no passes to anyone. Within 24 hours, the rioters had been
convicted and sentenced to three months in lock-up. Except, that is, for the troopers of the 11th
Cavalry, who were sentenced to join their unit aboard the USAT Sheridan and to go to
war.***The 3,000-plus troopers who boarded the US Naval Ships Daniel L. Sultan (1/11 and
Provisional Squadron), William P. Upshur (2/11 and 28th Military History Detachment), and
Charles D. Barrett (3/11) in mid-August 1966 proudly call themselves the “Boat People.” These
were the men who had trained together and were now headed off to war together. In their
capable hands was the reputation of not only the Blackhorse Regiment, but also Armor as a
branch in the United States Army. That challenge lay on the horizon they sailed into every day.
But first they had to endure three weeks at sea.The troopers who went up the gangways were,
for the most part, Baby Boomers. Their fathers (and some of their mothers) fought the Second
World War, came home, and got on with their lives. The Boomers were raised on a diet of Dr.
Spock, TV dinners, and WWII movies. It was inevitable that virtually everyone who saw their
troop transports for the first time was reminded of some black-and-white film starring Van
Johnson or Robert Mitchum. The hero is standing on the pier saying goodbye to his sweetheart
as his fellow GIs are seen streaming aboard in the fuzzy background. Stirring music plays for
that “one last kiss.”There were no sweethearts on the dock or stirring music as the 11th Cavalry
set sail for Vietnam in August 1966.For the officers and senior NCOs, life on board was boring



but tolerable. They bunked in cabins with two or three others of similar rank. Lieutenant Jim Abel
recalls: “For the officers, living conditions on board were pretty good. The three Platoon Leaders
of E Troop bunked in a cabin above the main deck. We ate in a dining hall with waiters serving.
The food was good …” Bravo Troop platoon leader Bernie Carpenter likened his trip aboard the
Sultan as “uneventful … like a cruise without your girlfriend or wife.”On the other hand, when
asked four decades later to describe the living conditions for the enlisted troopers in the hold of
the Barrett, Rick Organ replied: “This I can do vividly! Our bunks, more like stiff hammocks—
mine was inches off the deck. I could half-extend my arm and touch a soldier laying on top,
extend my feet [and] touch a head, reach over my head [and] touch feet, extend arms to both
sides, two more troopers. Plus, each of us had a stuffed duffel bag. Plus, most of us did not take
a shower the 20 days aboard the ship.”CHAPTER 2The Blackhorse Enters Combat: September
1966 to May 1967The American cavalryman, trained to maneuver and fight with equal facility on
foot and on horseback, is the best type of soldier for general purposes now to be found in the
world.THEODORE ROOSEVELT, PRESIDENT, 1901A few days before our arrival, we were
issued ammunition for our M16s. I knew it was for real then. Until that time, it all seemed like a
training exercise that would end soon. I knew there was no turning back or getting out of there
any time soon. I was very apprehensive that last night aboard the Barrett, listening to the sounds
and seeing flashes inland. I thought to myself, “Momma, come get me.”LARRY BURWICK,
INDIA TROOP, 3/11TH CAVALRYI couldn’t see the VC from my side at first, but when the bullets
started coming my way, I saw Charlie and let him have it.WALTER FLICK, GOLF TROOP, 2/11
CAVALRYLess than one year after its formation in February 1901, the 11th Cavalry Regiment
made its first deployment overseas to the Philippines. The American Army had made great
strides in quelling the rebellion there, but some serious fighting remained. Major General Adna
Chaffee, the Military Governor of the Philippines (and a fellow cavalryman), reported that “the
prolongation of guerrilla warfare is due to the physical character of the country and to the nature
of the warfare carried on by the insurgents who in the same hour pose as friends and act as
enemies … and to the fear of assassination on the part of those natives who are friendly
disposed towards the Americans should they give the latter information concerning the
movements or whereabouts of the insurgents.”Similar words were spoken 64 years later when
the Blackhorse Regiment returned to Asia.For two years, 11th Cavalry troopers fought mounted
and dismounted against the so-called Filipino insurectos, conducting small unit reconnaissance
operations in the jungle, seeking out weapons and food caches, cordoning and searching
pueblos and barrios and clearing and securing highways. They repaired roads and schools, dug
wells, provided medical care to civilians, and helped local governments “pacify” the provinces in
which they were stationed. Searching for and engaging insurectos was a small-unit war, with
junior officers and sergeants forced to make on-the-ground decisions on a daily basis. Outside
the villages, the troopers encountered mountainous jungles with no signs of civilization.Back at
home, activists condemned the American “baby killers” (while ignoring the enemy’s own brutal
atrocities). Newspapers published tales of the indiscriminate burning of villages and the torture



of captured insurectos. Members of Congress introduced bills condemning the actions of the
military, especially on Samar and in Batangas.Half a century later, President Johnson might just
as easily have repeated what Teddy Roosevelt said 60-plus years earlier when he asked
Congress in 1965 to bring the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment to full wartime strength and send
them off to counter another insurgency in Asia. These modern-day cavalrymen were still the best
men for the job. They were flexible in thought and action. They had the organic mobility and
firepower to accomplish any mission. They were well trained and well led, able to fight in three
dimensions across all types of terrain.The Evolving War in Vietnam: Fall 1966In the year that it
took the Regiment to go from virtual caretaker status to fully combat-ready, the war in Vietnam
had changed dramatically. By the fall of 1965, the war had cost the lives of approximately 1,500
American soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines. Battles involving GIs were still infrequent
enough to warrant front-page coverage in most newspapers. The award of a Medal of Honor or
Distinguished Service Cross (DSC) was still “big news” and garnered plenty of attention—13
Medals of Honor were awarded in 1965, as well as 31 DSCs (all Services). One year later, as the
Regiment was boarding ships for its second tour in an Asian war zone, the situation was
considerably different. US killed in action were approaching the 6,000 mark. By the end of 1966,
Medal of Honor recipients had more than doubled (28), and four times as many DSCs (129) had
been awarded as in the previous year.The military campaign in III Corps Tactical Zone (III CTZ,
about the size of New Hampshire)1 where the 11th Cavalry was stationed had a different
character than elsewhere in South Vietnam. Because of the location of the capital of Saigon,
military operations focused on the key terrain and the friendly population, rather than just the
destruction of enemy forces. This region-specific strategy was repeatedly vindicated, since
between 1966 and 1969 the enemy focused his own efforts on these same targets—the
economic and population centers in III CTZ, the roads entering and exiting those areas, and the
key government installations scattered across the region.As Blackhorse troopers arrived in
Vietnam, officials were optimistic about the progress of the war. In a memo to the Secretary of
Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (General Earle Wheeler) wrote in October
1966 that the military situation in South Vietnam had improved “substantially” in the past 12
months. General Wheeler concluded that the Communists could not win militarily at their current
level of effort.Map of the Corps Tactical Zones in Vietnam in 1967 (patch shows location of
Blackhorse Base Camp). (basic map, US Army)About the same time as General Wheeler and
the other Service Chiefs were drawing this conclusion, their counterparts in Hanoi and the
jungles of South Vietnam were drawing their own conclusions. They determined that the military
buildup had been insufficient in the military region around Saigon. They assessed that only half
of their enlarged and well-equipped main force had proven effective in combat situations. In
addition to enhancing the training of main-force units, Hanoi ordered the 7th (NVA) Division to
reinforce the 5th (VC) and 9th (VC) Divisions already threatening Saigon.2The Communist
leadership gave specific instructions to the new units to focus on attacking the road network in
and around Saigon—the so-called lines of communication. Confrontation with the newly-arrived



11th Cavalry, whose initial mission was to open and secure those lines of communication,
became a foregone conclusion in the fall of 1966.The Communists believed, however, that the
coming months could be decisive in the outcome of the war. Their strategy would be to isolate
and strangle Saigon into submission by closing the major roads that fed (literally and figuratively)
the population and preventing essential supplies (e.g., food and raw rubber) from getting into
Saigon. They would tax or steal from the peasants and demonstrate that the South Vietnamese
“generals-turned-politicians” were unable to prevent VC attacks and terrorism. Achieving this
goal would require strengthening every element of insurgent forces throughout the province. The
Viet Cong and their North Vietnamese Army comrades would keep up the pressure and wait out
the enemy. The war, they were convinced, would be won in Washington.The US Army’s official
history for the period concluded: “The importance of III Corps to the enemy could not be
underestimated.” As in its initial combat service so long ago in the Philippines, the Blackhorse
Regiment in Vietnam was going where the action was expected to be heaviest—and most
important.The 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment Comes Ashore: September 1966Back in The
World,3 the Beatles’ “Yellow Submarine” had risen to number four on the pop music charts. The
psychedelic world portrayed in those lyrics was about as far from the reality of being off the
coast of Vietnam as one could get. But after an eight-hour trans-continental plane ride and a 21-
day trans-Pacific voyage, that is precisely where 3,000-plus Blackhorse troopers found
themselves. This was it, the Big Time, the Majors. No more training, no more second chances.
Mike Company’s John Casterman recalls:The night before we were due to arrive off Vietnam,
the Squadron Commander—Lieutenant Colonel Palmer Peterson, a tough little professional
soldier that was well respected by his troopers—gathered us all together on deck and said: “This
is serious stuff, so shut up and listen.” We did. He said: “Look to your left and look to your right.
One of the three of you won’t be going home.” That’s when it struck home that this was serious
business.The USNS Sultan (1/11 and Provisional Squadron) arrived first on the night of 6
September and started off-loading the next morning. The USNS Upshur (2/11) was next, arriving
a day later. The boiler- and cyclone-hindered USNS Barrett (3/11) finally limped into its
anchorage on 11 September—the same day the Rolling Stones performed on the Ed Sullivan
Show.4Black-and-white clips flashed through many troopers’ minds as they boarded the landing
craft to get to shore. Would this be like World War II, an amphibious assault under fire? Private
First Class Joe Hogan sums it up. “Then we off-load into an assault craft for the ride to the
beach. Just like WWII movies. Weapons, steel pots [helmets], full packs headed towards the
beach—all of us wondering what was waiting for us.”Private Al Noetzel went through a whole
scenario in his head.I’m packed in among 150 other soldiers like canned sardines. It’s getting hot
as the morning sun starts to beat down … After ten minutes the craft comes to a jolting halt and
the ramp comes down, I hear the command, “Move … Move … Move … This is a beach assault.
What are you waiting for?” I jumped into the water which was up to my chest. Then it hits me.
What will I do when I arrive on the beach? I know, I’ll take out that right flank machine gun that is
certain to be there. Step by step my boots dig into the solid, sand bottom … When ankle high in



the water I’m able to run. This is it! … Do or die! … Wait a minute! Where are all the bombs,
machine gun fire and grenade explosions? … “Over here … Come on … We don’t have all day,”
yelled a fat sergeant. I climbed aboard the first bus …What awaited the Blackhorse Regiment
came as a big surprise to most. Instead of machine guns, there were classes of Vietnamese
school girls in their white ao dais handing out flower leis. Instead of mortars, there were round-
eyed Red Cross Donut Dollies handing out coffee and donuts—and hundreds of dignitaries.
Banners welcoming them to Vietnam stretched across the beach. A small black horse stood by
placidly to greet the troopers of the Blackhorse Regiment.5
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M. Sharon Karabinos, “Black Horse Stallion. Don Snedeker’s historic narrative of the 11th
Armored Cavalry Regiment’s tour in Vietnam is masterful. He follows the Regiment across sea,
in the air and through mud puddles and seems to know every inch of ground, every planned
strategy and violence-tested troopers’ thoughts at each deadly encounter. His genius for prose,
not overly detailed, and his rigor in juxtaposing the 11th Cav narrative with far away world events,
adds a luster that startles both Vietnam veterans and proud citizens. His writing is almost a
Leckie- Keegan-McCullough composite, which can pierce the heart of Blackhorse survivors
and, at the same time lift them to the heights of Olympus. Snedeker story of the 11th Cavalry,
takes a colt from birth, sheathes it in armor in Vietnam and presents the Legendary Blackhorse
Regiment as a “battle stallion of unequalled stature.” Thank you, my brother Trooper, for your
inspiring work.Blandin Karabinos, 2/11th ACR 71-72; Chaplain 11th ACVVC.”

Carol A. Kichen, “A Splendid Book. As a retired Armored Cavalryman this book truly resonated
with me. Although not a Blackhorse trooper, I served with many of the veterans who rode with
the 11th ACR in Vietnam, to a man, they were splendid soldiers. The author paints a vivid
picture of life in the Regiment. I could almost smell the diesel and cordite. The maps in the book
were very helpful. His juxtaposition of life in Vietnam with the social and political upheaval back
in the "world" was skillful. I wish the author explored, in more detail, the negative impact on unit
cohesion and morale by the constant flow of individual replacements coming and leaving
Vietnam and short command tours limited to 180 days. Thankfully, today's Army replaced the
individual replacement system with unit deployments.”

Douglas L. Beste, “Very Good over view of the 11th Cav in Vietnam. This was a very good over
view of the 11th Cav before ,during and after Vietnam. Covers most of the battles in which they
fought. But he did not even cover the battle that won Alpha Troop the PUC. He put Poindexter's
book in the sources, but leaves it total out. He also could have put more personnel stories in to
show what it was like on the ground. Maps & photos good.”

Royce Crow, “Loved It. Loved it. Starts out sort of slow with the back story of everything that was
going on during that time but it builds into an awesome history of the 11th ACR. Definitely
recommend for anyone interested in the Cavalry or Armor communities or anyone who likes
reading about the Vietnam War. Definitely picked up a lot of information that I didn’t know
anything about.”

Jan R. Roberts, “I was there in 1967-68. 2LT with 6 Months in the Army. I am personally quoted in
the book. Book is outstanding with in detail the experience of all events. Great read for me. JanR”

gladys mcbride, “A riveting read.. This is a must read for all Vietnam history buffs. It is concise,



factual, and captivating.  This is one book that is hard to put down.”

James C., “Emotional. Well written and researched vignettes of the campaigns of a storied
Armored Cavalry Regiment, and of the brave Troopers who made it what it was.”

alan mariott, “A good book. A good book, very easy to read.”

The book by Donald Snedeker has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 128 people have provided feedback.
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